2015 HSC RESULTS

- 14% with ATARs over 95.
- 25% with ATARs over 90.
- Oxley College listed in the top 100 schools in the State in Sydney Morning Herald ratings.
- Identified by SMH as one of 3 "mover and shaker" schools in NSW.
- 53 Band 6s (Students on Distinguished Achievers List) amongst our 57 students.
- Top of the State in Mathematics General 2 - Amelia Worthington.
- 15 Band 6s in English, 6 Band 6s in Mathematics General 2, 5 Band 6s in Drama, History Extension and Visual Arts
- 8 out of 16 students in Drama nominated for OnSTAGE in group performances. (ie Top 1%). 1 group of 4 selected.
- 4 Visual Arts student works nominated and 2 selected in ARTEXPRESS.
- 1 Music nomination for ENCORE.

OXLEY STUDENTS WITH ATARS OVER 95 (AMONGST 57)

ANGUS BLAKE
RUBEN SEATON

EVANGELINE LARSEN
MADELEINE THOMAS

ZAC MORAN
LUCIE VAN DER SCHALK

GRACE NAUGHTON
AMELIA WORTHINGTON

The numbers above speak for themselves. What they don’t say is what a terrific group of well rounded young people these Year 12s were. They had a generosity of spirit and a desire to help each other that complemented their high expectations of themselves. Many of the students of whom we are the most proud do not have an ATAR in the 90s or a string of Band 6s straight after their name - young men and women who ran dance groups, raised money for Nepal, recovered from bicycle accidents, captained ISA sporting teams or just worked plain hard. We really are proud to send them out into the world and we look forward to our current students both emulating and amplifying their successes.

to think
to dare
to dream